
Be Balanced 
Provide technology that not only allows people to use their own 
device, but also helps them to share content, get their message across and 
collaborate effectively. 

Embrace BYOD 
50% of workers use personal laptops, and 45.3%  
personal tablets, in the workplace. Being unable to connect these 
to visual collaboration technology – to share content and collaborate with 
colleagues – will leave them frustrated. A device/OS-agnostic system which 
allows easy sharing will enhance collaboration, increase productivity – and 
improve employee satisfaction. 

Tech ready 
66% of business leaders state that having the right meeting 
room technology would make meetings more productive.  
Don’t expect people to connect cables, install software and track down guest 
network keys before they can share their content. Collaboration should be 
simple, seamless and snag-free.         

tactics that drive employee  
collaboration and satisfaction.6

More and more employees expect to bring their own device to  
the office. So how can you harness the benefits of BYOD and still 
encourage collaborative working? How can you maximize employee 
satisfaction and ensure this delivers real benefits to your business?
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People Power 
People make businesses grow. They inspire change. So give them 
a platform to add value and plan the future. The use of multiple screens 
for displaying content has a positive impact (27%) on effective meeting 
collaboration1. This is easier and more effective if you have the technology to 
allow easy sharing of content from the attendees’ own devices.

Be Constructive 
In a typical meeting it can take less than 8 seconds for an  
idea, suggestion, or proposal put forward to be criticized2.  
A successful meeting should allow everyone’s opinions and ideas to be heard. 
Focus on the idea when giving feedback and not the person who stated it.  
No-one will feel positive about a meeting where they didn’t get their chance  
to state their point of view. 

Be Positive 
According to almost half the respondents to a survey  
by Salary.com, the number one time-waster at the office is  
too many meetings. But this negativity can be eliminated if you make your 
meeting count. By the end of the meeting, everyone should have been encouraged 
to participate. Everyone should have been able to share. And the conclusions 
arrived at should be a result of collaboration. So everyone should leave the room 
feeling they have played their part, and a positive result has been achieved. 

One Click and you’re collaborating 

Request your FREE #ClickShare demo    Click here
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Read our complete guide to Technology, Collaboration  
and Business Performance

1. Source: Barco

2. Source: The Meeting Wizard

Collaboration@BarcoClickShare
Join the conversation #ClickShare

www.saveelectronics.com/contact-us
www.saveelectronics.com/clickshare

